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Learning is a journey.
 





 Since 1979, CanLearn has been changing the lives of children, youth, and adults living with literacy, learning difficulties, attention, and related mental health challenges across Calgary and the surrounding area. 
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Clinical Services
 





We are a passionate and knowledgeable team. We value collaboration and will do our best to support you no matter where you are on your journey.
 






 






Learn More 
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Clinical Programs
 





Our expert team can provide insight and understanding to help you learn skills and strategies and help you or your child succeed at school, at home and in life.
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Literacy Programs
 





Literacy opens the door to greater education, employment, and everyday life opportunities. It is important for our health and social and emotional well-being.
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Resources 


This section is a list of resources that can help you in your journey. Education is a big part of your journey, but sometimes you don’t know where to begin.
All of the resources listed have been recommended by our staff. We hope you find them useful. 



View All Resources 
























 






“I really feel CanLearn should be one of the most central agencies in Alberta and I’m not shy about saying that. As a former special educator and parent of a special needs learner, I’ve first hand witnessed the incredible transformation that occurs once kids get the support they need. Thank you.” 




Assessment Client 









“This is an amazing opportunity for those who could use a bit of encouragement. I saw a positive difference in our child.” 




Calm Kids Happy Families Parent 









“Thank you. The assessment was impactful and would not have taken place without the financial support I received. I hope others continue to benefit from this financial aid and assessment service." 




Assessment Client 









"I liked the accessibility of online. I also liked how safe I was made to feel, and I could be who I was that day each time I met with my Coach." 




ADHD Coaching Client 









"My child was in the WordPlay program in the last few months. She has ADHD and severe learning disability. She struggled with reading, and now she loves to read. She started with the book that was read to children in the program. She is now able to read many different books. I feel so grateful to this program and your team. " 




WordPlay Program Client 









“This has been a wonderful experience for me and my family. It has opened up many doors for me, not only on the outside, but also within me. I encourage anyone I know, young or old, not to be afraid to learn.”





Taking Charge Literacy Client 









“[I appreciated] the opportunity to learn how my mind works and get creative with solutions so I can be successful in my life.” 




ADHD Coaching Client 









“This has been the best program for my son and we’ve seen a major improvement in his reading and academics. It’s remarkable. He also loves coming to Reading Pilots.” 




Reading Pilots Parent 
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Suite 100, 1117 Macleod Trail SE
Calgary, AB T2G 2M8
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About CanLearn 





Contact Us
About Us
Privacy Policy
Careers
 





How You Can Help 





Volunteer
Donate Now
Donate Securities
Charitable Number:
13402 3852 RR0001
 











Subscribe to Our Newsletter 





Receive updates on CanLearn events, the latest resources in our field, tips and tricks and program information.
 






 






Subscribe to Our Newsletter 







 







Search Our Website 
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CanLearn is committed to being an inclusive organization and making our programs and services accessible for all.
 





In the spirit of reconciliation, we acknowledge the traditional territories of the people of the Treaty 7 region in Southern Alberta, which includes the Blackfoot Confederacy (comprising the Siksika, Piikani, and Kainai First Nations), as well as the Tsuut’ina First Nation, and the Stoney Nakoda (including the Chiniki, Bearspaw, and Wesley First Nations). The city of Calgary is also home to the Métis Nation of Alberta, Region 3. We would also like to note that the CanLearn Society is situated on land adjacent to where the Bow River meets the Elbow River and that the traditional Blackfoot name of this place is “Moh’kins’tsis”, which we now call the City of Calgary. 



























































